
 Look at butterfly pictures and notice together how they have 
the same markings on both wings. Use the words symmetry & 
symmetrical to describe what you are seeing. Now it’s time to 
create! 

 You can demonstrate symmetry in any number of ways: 

Cut out a butterfly shape. Give children tempera paint to 
squeeze one side of the wings then fold in half. 

Use crayon shavings to make a design on one side then 
fold and iron (put another piece of paper between the 
iron and your creation). 

Have your child draw/paint/place stickers on one side of 
a butterfly shape, and copy what s/he has done on the 
other side. 

Make a design on one side and use a mirror to copy 
using the reflection as a reference. 

Option: Use coffee filters and watercolor (or marker and water 
for diffusion) to make a butterfly. Cinch it in the middle with a 
pipe cleaner, string or stick (to make a puppet). 

BUTTERFLY SYMMETRY YOU WILL NEED: 

 Butterfly shapes (any paper cut in a 
simple butterfly shape) 

 Paint, crayons, stickers, etc. for coloring 

 Pictures of butterflies 

 Optional: mirror 

WHAT IS MY CHILD LEARNING? 

 The concept of symmetry teaches children spatial reasoning - a key 

predictor of mathematical understanding. Noticing how geometry is 

connected to the world around them satisfies a natural affinity for 

exploring, ordering and understanding how things fit together.    

 Understanding lines of symmetry can help children with any variety 

of tasks and concepts such as shape/letter recognition, 

classification, orientation (important for later map skills), design/

composition, etc. 

 Trying to reproduce a simple design supports cognitive development 

by building observation skills. 

 Physical Skills: Working with a variety of art materials helps children 

to develop their eye to hand coordination and ability to use simple 

tools such as pencils and scissors. Making and playing with puppets 

exercises large muscles and allows for mimicking motion that they 

see in the world. 

 Social/Emotional Skills: Doing a cooperative project promotes 

listening skills, teamwork, sharing of space, materials & ideas, and 

emotional regulation. 

 

 

PLAY INFUSES JOY 

 Play brings joy to our lives, our families 

and our world. 

BUTTERFLY LIFE CYCLE 

Tune: Skip to My Lou 

I’m a caterpillar, wiggle with me  (3X) 

Wiggle with me my darling! 

I’m a chrysalis, what will I be? (3X) 

What will I be my darling?  

I’m a butterfly, fly with me! (3X) 

Fly with me my darling! 

SONG OF THE WEEK 


